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Know the Aboriginal
Workforce
KNOW THE ABORIGINAL WORKFORCE

Before creating an Aboriginal employment strategy for your organization, it’s
important to understand the diverse backgrounds of Aboriginal professionals.
The more informed you are about the Aboriginal communities your company’s
projects may impact, the better business decisions you will be able to make.

To increase your knowledge of the Aboriginal workforce, please explore the sections below:

Definitions				 Economics
Demographics 			
Historical & Social Factors
Geography & Environment

Definitions
“Aboriginal peoples” is a collective name for the original

Inuit: Aboriginal people in Northern Canada living

peoples of North America and their descendants. The

generally above the treeline in the Northwest Territories,

Canadian constitution recognizes three groups of Aboriginal

Northern Quebec, and Labrador. Although the Inuit are

people: Indians (commonly referred to as First Nations),

not covered by the Indian Act, the federal government

Métis and Inuit. These are three distinct peoples with unique

makes laws concerning the Inuit. The federal

histories, languages, cultural practices and spiritual beliefs.

government has also entered into several major land

More than one million people in Canada self-identify as an

claim settlements with the Inuit.

Aboriginal person, according to the 2006 Census.
Métis: People of mixed First Nation and European
Aboriginal communities are located in urban, rural and

ancestry who identify themselves as Métis, as distinct

remote locations across Canada. They include:

from First Nations people. The Métis have a unique
culture that draws on their diverse ancestral origins,

ECO CANADA

DID YOU KNOW?

•

First Nations or Indian Bands, generally located on
lands called reserves

such as Scottish, French, Ojibway, and Cree.

Diversity makes sense to your bottom line:
   •   Diversity has been shown to be a better determinant of sales revenue than the company size, age,     
number of employees, and number of customers
   •   Expect 15 times more sales revenue from companies who report higher levels of workplace diversity
   •   Companies who employ a more diverse workforce reported over 12.5% more customers than those  
with a low diverse workforce
   •   Sales revenue increased by 9% for every percentage increase in the rate of diversity compared to the
rate of the relevant population
o Article: Diversity Linked To Increased Sales Revenue And Profits, More Customers

•

Inuit communities located in Nunavut, NWT,

First Nations: A term used to define indigenous people

2

		 Northern Quebec (Nunavik) and Labrador

of Canada’s Indian Act. According to the Indian Act, an

•

Métis communities

Indian is a person who pursuant to the Act is registered as

•

Communities of Aboriginal people (including Métis,

an Indian or is entitled to be registered as an Indian. This

		

Non-Status Indians, Inuit and First Nation 			

is a highly selective legal definition subject to historical

		

individuals) in cities or towns which are not part 		

events and legislation. The use of the term Indian has

		

of reserves or traditional territories (for example, the

declined since the 1970’s, when the term First Nations

		

Aboriginal community in Winnipeg).

came into common usage. There are three legal

ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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Demographics

definitions that apply to Indians in Canada: Status Indian,

Specific claims deal with specific grievances that First

Non-Status Indian and Treaty Indian.

Nations may have regarding the fulfillment of treaties.

Non-Status Indians: An Indian person who is not

Specific claims also cover grievances relating to the

registered as an Indian under the Indian Act.

administration of First Nations lands and assets under the

Knowing the demographics of the community you will be working with will provide your organization with baseline

Indian Act.

information to tailor your recruitment strategy.

Status Indians: A person who is registered as an Indian
under the Indian Act. The act sets out the requirements

These definitions have been sourced from the department

for determining who is an Indian for the purposes of the

of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. For a full list of

Indian Act.

terminology visit http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/

What is the size of the workforce from which you are recruiting?
Aboriginal identity population, by province and territory (2006 Census)

Treaty Indians: A Status Indian who belongs to a First

Aboriginal identity

Nation that signed a treaty with the Crown.
Land claims: In 1973, the federal government recognized

DID YOU KNOW?

two broad classes of claims—comprehensive and specific.
Comprehensive claims are based on the assessment that
there may be continuing Aboriginal rights to lands and
natural resources. These kinds of claims come up in parts of
Canada where Aboriginal title has not previously been dealt
with by treaty and other legal means. The claims are called
“comprehensive” because of their wide scope. They include
such things as land title, fishing and trapping rights, and
financial compensation.

The Aboriginal workforce is young
and ready for work, and untapped
in comparison to other Canadians
where the majority of the work
force is in the retirement phase.

Canada
Newfoundland and Labrador
Prince Edward Island
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
British Columbia
Yukon Territory
Northwest Territories
Nunavut

1,172,785
23,455
1,730
24,175
17,650
108,425
242,495
175,395
141,890
188,365
196,075
7,580
20,635
24,915

North American
698,025
7,765
1,225
15,240
12,385
65,085
158,395
100,640
91,400
97,275
129,580
6,280
12,640
100

Métis
389,780
6,470
385
7,680
4,270
27,980
73,605
71,805
48,120
85,495
59,445
800
3,580
130

Inuit
50,480
4,715
30
325
185
10,950
2,035
565
215
1,610
795
255
4,160
24,635

Source: Statistics Canada

ECO CANADA
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QUICK FACTS
•

The Aboriginal identity population reached 1,172,785

educational attainment with 34% having less than

in 2006 of which 53% are Registered Indians, 30%

high school (50% on reserve) compared with 15% of

are Métis, 11% are Non-status Indians and 4% are
		

		

non-Aboriginals of the same age.

Inuit. Overall the Aboriginal identity population 		
represents 4% of the Canadian population.
•

•
		
•

Since 1996, the Aboriginal population has increased

		

The Aboriginal population aged 25-64 with a
university degree has increased slightly since 2001 		

by 47% compared to 8% for non-Aboriginals.

(from 6% to 8%). However, they still lag far behind

Eight out of 10 Aboriginal people currently reside in

the non-Aboriginal population (23%) and the gap

Ontario and the four Western provinces.

		

Over half (54%) of Aboriginal people reside in urban

		 between 2001 and 2006.
		
		 Source: Industry and Northern Affairs Canada

areas (81% for non-Aboriginals). In major cities, the
		

•

concentration of Aboriginal people is highest in

between the two populations continued to widen 		

Winnipeg (10%) followed by Regina and Saskatoon
•

Forty-eight percent of Aboriginal people are less

In some cases, knowing about the geography and

Statistics Canada’s 2006 Community Profiles are searchable

environment of the area ahead of time will save your

by Province and Towns. Click on “2006 Aboriginal
Population Profile.” Also, you can use this tool to find
out education levels and areas of specialization, spoken
languages, and household salary levels.

What are the local employment
organizations or community groups?
Turtle Island Native Network has a user friendly service that

(9%).

DID YOU KNOW?

than 25 years old (31% for non-Aboriginals). The
		

median age of the Aboriginal population is 27 		

ECO Canada has a database of

		

compared with 40 for non-Aboriginals.

graduates that you can recruit into your

Geography

Are there local schools, colleges, or
universities from which to recruit
graduates?

organization time, money, and resources. The following
questions address issues you may want to consider:
•

Is the area remote? How accessible is it? Are there

		

year-round roadways? Are the nearby communities 		

		

fly-in only?

•
		
•

Will the local climate impact your employee
operations? How?
What are the main environmental impacts

lists community group web pages according to province

		

experienced in the area? Will these affect your 		

and community name:

		 recruitment?

http://www.turtleisland.org/communities/communities.htm

organization!

What are the education levels and
general employment experiences of the
aboriginal workforce and how will
these affect your recruitment?
•

The Aboriginal population aged 25-64 lags behind in

ECO CANADA
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Contact hrservices@eco.ca to access
the database. Visit the Aboriginal Portal
for a list of post-secondary facilities
across Canada.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Atlas Group of Canada has produced a wide range of maps on Aboriginal
Peoples. Visit http://atlas.nrcan.gc.ca to view them.

ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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KNOW THE ABORIGINAL WORKFORCE

Economics

Social Factors

Some historical factors that have
contributed to contemporary issues:
The Indian Act imposed many laws that are being

Knowing the economic factors that impact Aboriginal

Understanding the historical and social aspects of the

communities and potential candidates will help

area will help your organization develop a context

your organization more accurately define mutually

relevant to the people or communities with which

meaningful areas of business.

you are working. This context forms a foundation for
understanding, so that decisions and strategies are

•

What are the primary industries or forms of

		 employment in the area?
•

How do these industries affect the workforce?

•

What jobs currently exist in the community? Who

		

is employed in those jobs? Is the labour pool

		 depleted?

made from an informed stance rather than one based
on assumptions. This will break down the barriers—
especially culturally based barriers.
•
		

Have the people in this area been recruited by
other organizations?

•

Are there historical factors that might influence

•

Are there informal ways people are making 		

		

the community’s receptiveness to recruitment?

		

a living and are the communities committed

		

(E.g., Has the community been relocated several

		

to these seasonal activities? (E.g., fishing and

		 times?)

		 hunting)
•

What are the wages in the area?

Statistics Canada can help you find some answers to
these questions. Click here to get started.

ECO CANADA
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•

What type of local political structure is in 		

		 place?
•

Are there any other cultural issues that ought

		

to be considered? (E.g., How is business 		

		

conducted by the people from the area?)

overcome. For example, with the right to vote only coming
into place 45 years ago (in 1960) Aboriginal people are
catching up in the mainstream political system to ensure
their voice is included in the decisions of this country.
•

The banning in 1884 of Indian ceremonies is

		

being reclaimed. Although many were lost, 		

		

practices are returning along with the pride of

		

many nations.

•

As a result of Residential Schools open from

that the contemporary issues are slow to overcome.
However, if we consider it took 100 years to accumulate
the issues, then we must assume that it is going to
take more than a few years to overcome them. We can
surmount the time it takes if we all, as Canadians, work
towards common goals to address these unjust realities.
This information is beneficial when challenges and
issues Aboriginal people face today are discussed.
Building the foundation today for Aboriginal people to
participate in the Canadian economy is a benefit for all
Canadians.
More historical information can be found at

		

1800-1996, the attempt to assimilate Aboriginal

		

children has had a negative result on Aboriginal

		

people today. The separation of families, abuse and

		

the loss of language and culture has resulted in

		

many issues, including lack of parental experience,

Development of an Aboriginal Policy
or Strategy

		

self-worth and esteem, and cultural identity issues.

An Aboriginal policy should consider a more holistic

•

According to the Indian Residential Schools 		

		

Resolution Canada, most residential schools closed

		

in the mid-1970’s and the last one closed in

		

Canada was in 1996.

http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/

approach to achieving success. A holistic approach
requires involving Aboriginal people in the process of
developing an Aboriginal policy or strategy for your
workplace.

These are just a few examples of the historical impacts

Create an organizational commitment:

that have led to the contemporary issues Aboriginal

Write a business case, vision statement, or the reason

people face today. As an employer, it may seem at times

for the policy or strategy. Find a senior executive

ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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WHAT TOPICS WOULD BE HELPFUL TO LEARN?

champion to carry the message through the organization
and ensure the creation of opportunities for this person

•

to build meaningful relationships with Aboriginal
community leaders.
Build collaborative relations:
Develop collaborative partnerships with communities
and work together to improve employment strategies.
Build ongoing trust with the community.

DID YOU KNOW?

		
•
		

The diverse demographics of Aboriginal people,

		

past 100 years.

including terminology.

•

The loss of rights, language, and culture.

The historical and legal issues in attempting to

•

The contributions of Aboriginal people to Canada.

assimilate and colonize Aboriginal people over the

•

The impact of 100 years of accumulated issues.

You should be aware of common myths and
misconceptions and challenge whether or not the
barrier truly exists:

Conducting your research
Much of the above information can be found from third-party sources, and by no means is a full portrayal of the

Create a learning environment:

   •   Aboriginal people do not want to work.

information available to you. The best source of information about a community is often the community itself. For more

Build knowledge and understanding through cross-

   •   Aboriginal people do not pay taxes.

research resources, check out the websites below. Once you’ve gathered all appropriate information, review the section

cultural or Aboriginal awareness training.

   •   Aboriginal people receive free education.

titled Know Recruitment Needs to ensure job descriptions are in tune with the Aboriginal population.

Learn about the Aboriginal people who live locally, their

   •   Aboriginal people do not have business experience.

culture, history, values and beliefs.

   •   Aboriginal business decision-making is too slow.

Aboriginal Student Services

http://aboriginallynx.ca

   •   Aboriginal people cannot keep politics out of 		

Aboriginal Human Resource Council

www.aboriginalhr.ca/en/employers

Chart of funding options

www.centralalberta.ab.ca

Indian and Northern Affairs Canada

www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/emp/index-eng.asp

Build commitment through internal capacity and

business decisions

employee engagement:
Assign resources to implement Aboriginal initiatives.

Changing Perceptions: In the workplace, employers

Government of Canada Aboriginal Canada Portal

www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca/acp/site.nsf/eng/ao31171.html

Integrate Aboriginal employment and initiatives into

may be asked questions by non-Aboriginal employees

Aboriginal Skills and Employment Partnerships Program

www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/aboriginal_training/index.shtml

the business planning processes. Promote employee

that require demystifying and are specific to the

Canada Portal Job Seeker Job Board

www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca

engagement by increasing awareness of local Aboriginal

hiring, recruitment, and retention practices targeted

Turtle Island Native Network

www.turtleisland.org/news/news-jobs.htm

communities, cultural and social events.

at Aboriginal employees. It is especially important to

Mining Industry HR Portal for Aboriginal Communities

www.aboriginalmining.ca/en/education

Recruiting resource company

www.spiritstaffing.com/

Diversity Canada

www.canadastop100.com/national

Canadian Human Rights Commission

www.chrc-ccdp.ca/legislation_policies/aboriginal_employment-en.asp

Canadian Labour Congress

www.canadianlabour.ca/human-rights-equality

Finding and Keeping Aboriginal Workers Handbook

www.thebusinesslink.ca

Alberta government training program

http://employment.alberta.ca/AWonline/ETS/4376.html

Aboriginal Link

www.aboriginallink.com

Promote and create a positive working environment:
Having fun does not reduce productivity, in fact
it increases productivity. People like to come to a
workplace that promotes healthy holistic living.

ECO CANADA
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ensure non-Aboriginal employees do not generate
resentment towards Aboriginal employees.
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Finding Qualified
Candidates
FINDING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

Now that you’ve completed your research on Aboriginal professionals and
communities, it is important to make sure your organizational goals and cultural
fit are aligned to recruit the best candidate. As well, it is essential to know what
resources are available to you to find qualified Aboriginal professionals.

Know Your Organization
Organizational Culture: What is the
culture of your organization?
An organization’s culture influences recruitment practices.

Tailor your recruitment strategy to find Aboriginal professionals:

Know Your Organization 			
Recruiting Resources and Tools
Looking Internally/Externally
Building Networks
Getting Assistance

Which applicant pools are tapped, which methods of

mix (urban, rural, assimilated, and traditional), they seek
employers who offer the following working conditions:
•
		

An accepting, respectful, and non-judgmental
work environment

recruitment are used, and the nature of monetary and non-

•

Equality of treatment

monetary inducements offered, all reflect an organization’s

•

Pay equity

culture.

•

Cultural diversity in the workplace

•

Stability and longevity

From a potential employee’s perspective, perceptions around

•

Potential for increased responsibility

an organization’s culture through informal and formal

•

Competitive salary and benefits

networks (i.e., their reputation) can strongly influence

•

Opportunities for professional growth and

whether he or she will pursue employment opportunities

		 development

with them. An organization that, through its business

DID YOU KNOW?

practices, demonstrates a set of values that aligns with

In the environmental sector specifically, potential

those of a potential recruit’s, is likely to be considered

Aboriginal employees may be interested in:

Community Profiling can be helpful in the planning process for recruiting Aboriginal employees. Profiles may include:

favourably.

  •   Demographics of the community businesses: band-owned, individual Associations, networks, other companies
working in the area.
  •   Who are the community contacts for employment or education?
  •   Is the area remote? How accessible is it? Are there year-round roadways? Are the nearby communities fly-in only?
  •   Will the local climate impact your employee operations? How?
  •   What are the main environmental impacts experienced in the area? Will these affect your recruitment?

Attracting Job Seekers: What might
Aboriginal job seekers be looking for in
an organization?
Aboriginal job seekers vary in their values, wants, and
experiences. Although they come from a unique cultural

ECO CANADA
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•

Working conditions—including length of 		

		

time spent on-site and amount of time off; hours

		

of work; accommodations and sustenance 		

		

allowances; transportation support; flexibility

		

around combining contract work and other 		

		

community obligations.

•

Monetary rewards—including compensation

ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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FINDING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

		

package (base pay or base pay + incentives 		

		 pay).
•

Looking Internally

By welcoming Aboriginal environmental professionals to
submit unsolicited résumés, you open your organization to

Looking Externally

potential employees.

Acknowledgement of cultural or community

		

factors—cultural factors may include concepts

		

of extended kinship. For instance, in many 		

		

Aboriginal communities a ‘death in the family’

Hiring from within is a way to demonstrate your

		

may mean anyone who is part of the extended

organization’s commitment to its staff and their

		

family and community network. Community

professional development. Further, it provides an

		

factors may include concepts of seasonal 		

opportunity for staff to move laterally or to more

		

hunting/gathering practices in which individuals,

senior positions.

		

families, and communities engage. If these are

		

historical practices, potential employers need

		

to be aware of and accommodate them.

Internal Job Postings

Employee Referrals

Your organizational culture is reflected in how potential

Building Networks

employees are greeted when they walk in with their

Networking is the most effective method to recruit

résumés, and in the quality of the organization’s
informational literature provided.
Many employers find it useful to retain résumés from
past applicants for future consideration. On reviewing
the résumés, employers find that they have several ideal
candidates without having to look externally.

Aboriginal environmental practitioners. Much of
the Aboriginal population, whether living in urban,
rural, or remote locations, stays connected through
what the mainstream businessperson might refer
to as networking. From a mainstream perspective,
networking often focuses on a specific goal, such as
finding an employee for a job. From an Aboriginal

Encouraging current employees to communicate

perspective, networking is about developing

vacancies to their network of environmental

relationships.

professionals is another way to tap into your
internal resources. Your existing employees can
play a large role in developing your organization’s
reputation within communities. Through strong
internal communications, employees will be aware
and supportive of the organization’s commitment to
Aboriginal inclusion.

Résumé Pool
Your organization’s résumé pool is developed through
both unsolicited résumés, as well as solicited résumés
from past employment opportunities.
ECO CANADA
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DID YOU KNOW?

The key here is that establishing relationships takes

ECO Canada attends events,
conferences and career fairs inclusive
of Aboriginal people.

Aboriginal people take the time to get to know the

Log in at www.eco.ca regularly to be
updated on these events.

time. Rather than rushing into a new relationship,
other person. They spend some time together, until
eventually a trust relationship is established.
In the context of recruiting, an organization will
know that a trust relationship is established when
the Aboriginal community extends invitations to
community events or meetings.
.

ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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FINDING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

Building Networks

Networking is the most effective recruitment method

offices. Check out http://fnpim-cippn.inac-ainc.gc.ca for

happenings relevant to communities and will provide

for any situation when the desired outcome is to

more in depth information.

possible contact names.

increase the Aboriginal workforce. While this process
takes more time in the initial stages, it can be invaluable
What are the benefits to building networks?
•
		
•
		

Increases your ability to reach Aboriginal

these communities will add value in many areas of your

environmental professionals

business.

Builds your understanding and perspective of the
diversity among Aboriginal people from various

		 areas
•

Increases your comfort in working with

		

Aboriginal people, which helps break down barriers

		

of communication

•

		
•

How do I initiate relationships
with Aboriginal environmental
prOFESSIONALs and communities?

with staff positions, such as Mayor, Senior Administrative
Officer, Economic Development Officer(s), and Employment
Counsellor(s). Click here for a map of Inuit communities in
Canada.
Métis regions or settlements will have regional offices
with staff positions, such as Senior Administrative
Officer(s), Economic Development Officer(s), and
Employment Counsellor(s).

•

Library and Archives Canada has a wide range of

		

Native and Northern newspapers in its collection.

		

Though most are in print or hardcopy 		

		

format, there are a few newspapers that can be

		

found in microfilm format which can be accessed

		

through interlibrary loan:

		 http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/aboriginal
5) Let everyone know you want to employ Aboriginal
people. Be honest and open about what you are looking

Here are some suggestions to get you started:

First Nations territory will have tribal council offices with

1) Connect with the network of Aboriginal Human

staff positions, such as Chief, Council Members, Economic

Resource Council Offices. This organization helps bridge

Development Officer(s), and Employment Counsellor(s).

6) Once you have connected with the community,

Provides cultural and territorial context for future

Canadian employers with Aboriginal workers and 		

Click here for a map of First Nations communities in

investigate how your company can participate in events

recruiting and business development

also provides environmental employers with the 		

Canada. For full terminology visit: http://fnpim-cippn.inac-

to increase your company’s visibility. For example, you

Supports future partnerships (E.g., workforce

best link to begin the networking process.

ainc.gc.ca/index-eng.asp

could be a presenter at school career days or sponsor an

Builds a reference point from which trust can

		 occur
•

in the long-term, as developing relationships with

Inuit regions will have local community hamlet offices

			 agreements, training agreements and land use

•

for and be willing to listen.

event or sports team.

http://www.aboriginalhr.ca/
3) Access Aboriginal directories, maps, and website

			agreements)

directories.

7) Offer to host a presentation to community members to

Creates a resource group that can offer cultural

2) Community profiling can be helpful in the 		

		

guidance. For example, community representatives

planning process for recruiting Aboriginal 			

•

Statistics Canada

		

could facilitate the consultation process with the

employees. They are beneficial when developing

•

Aboriginal Maps

		

organization and their own community.

community agreements that often include 		

•

Aboriginal Directory

8) Ask advice of the group or groups with which you

employment, training, and contracting 			

•

Aboriginal Canada

are working. For example, perhaps a community leader

•

When is it most appropriate to use this
recruitment method?
ECO CANADA
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could sit on a hiring panel or provide advice on cultural

opportunities.
Community Offices: There are hundreds of community

familiarize them with your organization.

4) Subscribe to the local Aboriginal newspaper(s) in

awareness training.

your area. This will keep you informed of events and
ABORIGINAL RECRUITMENT GUIDE
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Performance Management

Steps to building Networks with
Aboriginal Groups
1) Become or appoint an Aboriginal liaison skilled at
developing relationships.
The Aboriginal liaison is responsible for building
relationships with Aboriginal community members,
business groups, employment centres, and schools, with
the intent of:

liaison. Support this individual by making senior

		

refer you to specific people and resources 		

well-established networks. The Inclusion Network is a

managers available to meet members of the Aboriginal

		

relevant to your area of interest. In addition,

national network that links employers to: Aboriginal

community and by allocating funds for holding

		

they know the community and business leaders

job seekers, over 400 Aboriginal employment centers,

meetings with outside groups and for public relations

		

and the formal and informal mechanisms they

and post-secondary institutions. The Inclusion Network

activities.

		

use to meet and make decisions.

is dedicated to providing resources that increase

3) Research the history and contemporary context
of the local Aboriginal communities from which you
hope to recruit candidates.

•
		

Investigate which local resources Aboriginal
people use to find employment and receive 		

		 training.
•

becoming a contact point,

Understanding who you are working with will aid

		

and employment resource groups. Take the 		

•

identifying common interests,

in establishing common ground to build strong and

		

time to learn about one another. Let them know

•

establishing common ground,

beneficial business relationships.

		

your intentions. This may be as simple as saying,

•

identifying potential employees and

		

“I don’t have much experience working with

•

communicating employment opportunities in

		

Aboriginal people but I am interested in 		

		

increasing my Aboriginal workforce. I am willing

		

to learn but I am not sure what the best 		

		

approach to take is. Could you offer some 		

Read local Aboriginal newspapers and/or

		

publications to gain a sense of the types of 		

		

activities that communities are involved in, what

The best person for this role will be someone who

		

is important to them, who is building 		

is genuinely interested in expanding the company’s

		

partnerships, etc. Band councils or regional 		

Aboriginal workforce and was involved in the

		

offices of many Aboriginal communities produce

development of the company’s Aboriginal employment

		

newsletters that can be a rich resource to aid

policy.

		

your organization in understanding the local

		

community and business context. In addition,

Although it may be helpful for this person to have had

		

these publications may provide contact 		

some Aboriginal awareness training, it is not essential.

		

information for key community members.

		

your company.

If Aboriginal inclusion is given high priority in your
company, you will achieve greater success and staff
members will be more supportive of the Aboriginal

ECO CANADA
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the Inclusion Network to identify key contacts in local
communities by visiting www.inclusionnetwork.ca and
clicking on the regional locator.

Talk to community leaders, as well as business

•

•

Aboriginal inclusion in the Canadian workplace. Use

		 support?”

DID YOU KNOW?
Human Resource Skills and Development
Canada has a list of development offices
you can check out:
http://www.rhdcc-hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/
employment/aboriginal_employment

3) Tap into resources already established to support
employers.

4. Seek advice and introductions.

Having access to people who understand employers

As you become more familiar with members of local

needs for Aboriginal recruitment and retention is

Aboriginal communities, you may want to invite

•

Make contact with the Economic Development

critical to the bottom-line of your business. This is why

members whom you trust and who are appropriate for

		

Offices in Aboriginal communities, as they can

it is important to access resources that already have

specific topics to act as advisors to your organization.
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•

Network with Aboriginal organizations, 		

		

a presentation in an area they are interested in

to some of your business practices. These advisors can

		

businesses and community groups by 		

		

hiring in.

be very valuable for the following reasons:

		

participating in community events and activities.

This may help you add more appropriate cultural context

•

They live close to your business.

•

They know and trust you.

•

They have strong connections to the Aboriginal

		 community.

•

Volunteer for a community board or committee.

•

Sponsor community events and activities, such as

		
•

school events.

•

Cultural practice advisory panel

•

Aboriginal hiring advisory board

•

Territorial protocol advisors

•

Culturally relevant employee support

The Aboriginal Workforce Participation Initiative is
a national program developed and maintained by
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC). They
have coordinators located across Canada who can
provide employers with guidance, support, and ideas
to effectively connect to Aboriginal communities and
resources in the areas in which they are located. Finally,
use your internal employees as a resource, as some may
already have ties to the community.
5) Become involved in community activities to build
relationships of trust.
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•
		

Allow time for building relationships of trust;
The Aboriginal Human Resource Council
holds an annual event called Inclusion
Works: www.aboriginalhr.ca/en/inclusion10

don’t expect them to develop overnight.
Continue to maintain the relationship over time,
even after it is firmly established.

Employers can sponsor training programs or give

		

For example, individuals may be able to provide
culturally relevant support in the following areas:

•

DID YOU KNOW?

DID YOU KNOW?

6) Identify the mutual needs, strengths, and interests

		

of your business and the community. For your

		

your company (E.g., workers willing to be trained,

company, identify:

		

qualified candidates, access to new graduates)

•

Your strengths in terms of what you have to offer

There are numerous resources that
employers can use to support Aboriginal
Recruitment:

		

the Aboriginal community (E.g., jobs, training,

		

financial support, goods, and services)

•

Your needs (E.g., positions to be filled,

Aboriginal Job Centre:
www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca/abdt/apps/
aboriginalemployment.nsf/

		

qualifications required, help in finding and 		

		

screening suitable candidates, help in building

		

trusting relationships with local workers, help in

The Aboriginal Multi-Media Society:
www.ammsa.com/community-access/
career-opportunities/

		

training individuals)

		

term recruitment and retention needs, community

Aboriginal Lynx: http://aboriginallynx.ca/

		

acceptance of your company, learning how to

		

be most effective at doing business with Aboriginal

Aboriginal Agreement Holder (AHRDS)
Locations:
www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/
aboriginal_employment/locations

•

Your interests (E.g., a partnership to fulfill long-

		 communities)
For the community, identify:
•

Their strengths in terms of what they have to offer

•
		
•
		

Their needs (E.g., opportunities for jobs they
value, increased support for their local economy)
Their interests (E.g., a partnership to fulfill longterm employment needs or possible joint 		

		 ventures)
Identify ways in which you might mutually benefit by
helping each other build on strengths and meet needs.
Look in the Appendices section for an easy to use
chart titled “Identifying Organization and Aboriginal
Community Mutual Benefits.”
7) Enter into formal partnership agreements,
wherever possible.
Identify the specific groups that you can partner with.
•

Universities, colleges, and training institutes
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		 may provide pre-employment training or build
		
•
		

training programs to meet your needs.
Government organizations may provide funding to
support skills development.

		 http://www.rhdcc-hrsdc.gc.ca/
•
		
•
		

occur through several methods:

Local businesses may be able to provide contract
workers or to help fund training programs.
Local Aboriginal employment centres can advertise
positions, identify candidates, and screen them.

A list of Aboriginal Agreement Holders:
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/aboriginal_
employment/locations/index.shtml

1) Aboriginal Newspapers
By advertising environmental job opportunities in
local Aboriginal newspapers, your organization has
an opportunity to reach a wide Aboriginal audience
and to access both urban and rural populations. Many
employers don’t realize that Aboriginal papers have a
long shelf life because they are often kept for future
reference. In addition, posting advertisements in
Aboriginal newspapers will increase your company’s
profile within Aboriginal communities.

advertising rates to determine the size of ad that

•

		

fits within your budget.

		

DID YOU KNOW?

Discuss with these groups potential ways of working

HRSDC is a great resource to look for
Aboriginal Employment Centres:

•
		
•
		
•
		

•

•

develop a job advertisement that will reflect your

are often kept for future reference.

		

needs and be understood by job seekers.

The content may be translated into the local
Aboriginal language.
They increase your organization’s profile and
familiarity in Aboriginal communities.

When you want to reach a wide Aboriginal
When distance factors impact on community

the distribution areas have been chosen specifically

		

to reach both urban and rural populations.

On-campus recruitment can be effective when you have

http://www.aboriginalportal.com/

		

How to advertise:

•
•

Resources:
•

First Peoples’ Heritage Language and Culture

		 Council: www.fphlcc.ca/arts/arts-toolkit/		
		 aboriginal-media-links
•

Aboriginal Canada Portal: Media and Multimedia:

		 www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca/acp/site.nsf/en		 frames/ao26714.html
•

Turtle Island Native Network Culture:

		 www.turtleisland.org/news/news-media.htm

When you want to target a group who relates to
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When you want to access the Aboriginal network -

ON-CAMPUS recruitment
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Aboriginal newspapers have a long shelf life; they

•

•

Using the knowledge you have gained from
networking and the advice of the sales agent,

		 print.

Check out the Aboriginal Portal for a list of
all band offices:

•
		

		 outreach.

initiatives.

specialized training or education requirements. It can

provincially, and locally in a culturally relevant

When to use:

http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/
aboriginal_employment/locations/index.
shtml

senior people in your organization to visibly support the

Newspapers reach Aboriginal people nationally,

		 manner.

•

http://www.aboriginalportal.com/

establish formal agreements and processes. Involve

		

		 audience.

A list of band offices:

together to meet your mutual needs and if appropriate,

Benefits:

Determine which Aboriginal newspapers you would

2) Aboriginal Student Services
Benefits:
•

It is an effective way to quickly and directly reach

		

current Aboriginal environmental students, as

		

well as, recent graduates and alumni.

•

It can help you learn about Aboriginal

like to advertise in.

		

students and communities, and assist you in

The sales department of the newspaper will explain

		

understanding the local Aboriginal workforce.

the process of advertising your position.

•

It builds and strengthens your networks.

Know your advertising budget then obtain
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•

Most Aboriginal student service programs will

		

support recruitment strategies and may sponsor

		

recruiting activities.

When to use:
•

Getting Assistance

professionals who have specific or specialized

		

training at the college and university level.
When you want to hire on an ongoing basis.

How to start:

professional recruitment agencies

		

Student Services Centre. Maintain ongoing 		

		

communication with your contact since changes

		

may occur in your recruitment needs.

•

Make job descriptions and job ads available to

		

your contact. Many will post your job 		

		

opportunities and actively recruit students who

		

pass through their doors.

Resources:
•

Aboriginal Lynx:

		 http://aboriginallynx.ca/

ECO CANADA
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agencies to determine which one best fits 		

If you are not directly involved in the recruitment

		

the recruitment needs and philosophy of your

		

process, you must communicate recruitment

		 organization.

		

needs clearly at the outset.

		

order to determine the best fit of a candidate.

•

Benefits:
•

Professional recruiting agencies can handle

		

the entire process of recruiting and hiring 		

		

Aboriginal environmental practitioners for your

		 organization.
•

Organizations can negotiate their level

		

of involvement in the process (E.g., your company

		

may want to participate in the interviewing process.

While objective, recruitment agencies lack an

There may be a lack of professional recruitment

with their first work experience in the environmental

When to use:
•

When you have located a professional recruitment

		

agency that you trust and that can access 		

		

Aboriginal environmental practitioners.

•
		
•

When you do not have the time and human

When you have the financial resources to utilize a
professional recruitment agency.

How to use:
•

student’s program of study.

2. Internships are often intended for recent post		

secondary graduates.

Internships and co-op programs provide environmental

select the one that best suits your needs.

networks in place to access the best candidates.

		

What are Internships and Co-op Programs?

		

		

1. Co-op programs normally take place during a

When you are seeking to fill a position that
education, training, and personality characteristics.

•

sector. These programs take two primary forms:

resources to devote to recruitment.

		

		

INTERNSHIPS & CO-OP PROGRAMS

Aboriginal candidates.

recruitment agencies to choose from, you can

environmental recruitment expertise may have

people will be representing your organization.

		

		

		

		

Remember that in the recruitment process, these

Internships and co-op programs often provide students

requires very specialized environmental skills,

Professional recruitment agencies with specific

•

Interview several professional recruitment

agencies with specialization in recruiting 		

		

•

•

		

Since there are numerous professional

•

solid reputations.

for a middle to upper management employee.

find suitable Aboriginal environmental practitioners to fill
service from job posting to interviewing and selection.

		

		

understanding of your organizational culture in

programs relevant to the job for which you are

which professional recruitment agencies have

hundred dollars to the equivalent of a year’s salary

		

		

		

		

that are contracted by environmental employers to help
positions. These companies may provide various levels of

Establish a contact person within the Aboriginal

Cost for these services can range from several

•

Contact the universities and colleges that offer

•

•

Professional recruitment agencies are private companies

•

		 hiring.

Disadvantages:

•

When you require Aboriginal environmental

		
•

FINDING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

Use your business network to determine

professionals and students with an opportunity to gain
valuable hands-on work experience. Generally, co-op
programs are designed for environmental students
throughout their education program. Work experience
may be gained through simultaneous classroom and
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hands-on learning, or through alternating classroom and

		

hands-on work semesters. Organizations typically offer

•

reduced salaries for these positions, as the student does

		

not yet possess the qualifications to be considered for this
position full-time.
Alternatively, internships are typically independent of
education programs and are established by governments
or industry. They may be summer work experience
programs for students, or full-time professional “trials”
for environmental graduates. Internships may or may
not involve compensation. For instance, some employers

in the environmental sector.
Organizations can recruit from established pools
of qualified students and interns.

Disadvantages:
•
		
•

More time is often required of managers to train
and mentor interns or co-op students.
Interns/co-op students may not be qualified or

		

available for continued employment upon 		

		

completion of their term with the organization.

When to use:
•

When you wish to provide specific, on-the-job

may offer volunteer-type internships to assess an

		

training for future employees that is not provided

environmental professional’s skills prior to committing to

		

by any educational program.

hiring them full-time. Government sponsored internships,

•

however, often provide employers with wage subsidies
that offset the cost of hiring and training a recent

•

Benefits:
		

They offer an excellent opportunity to introduce
Aboriginal environmental practitioners to your

		 workforce.
•

Candidates are supported by a school or program.

•

Costs are minimal. These programs often provide

		
•

•
		

graduate.

•

		

When you want to contribute to capacity building
in the environmental sector.
When there is a lack of appropriate candidates for
jobs your organization must fill in the future.
When you are seeking to fill a position that

		

requires very specific, detailed, and specialized

		

skills, education, training, and personality 		

		 characteristics.
How to access:
•

•

DID YOU KNOW?
Under the Youth Employment Strategy
program (www.eco.ca/internships),
ECO Canada provides Canadian
employers with a wage subsidy to hire
recent graduates so they can work on
an environmental project and gain
experience in their field of study.
  •   Internships range in duration from 6

to12 months.
  •   Funding is allocated on a first-come,

first-served basis between January
and September.

		

Contact local universities and colleges and inquire
about their involvement in internship/co-op

		 programs.
•

Develop an internship/co-op program in your

		

organization and submit your program proposal

		

to local universities, colleges, and other relevant

		

training programs.

•
		

Scan government agency and other websites for
internship/co-op opportunities.

Once you’ve utilized some of the resources mentioned
in this section, move on to the next stage of Aboriginal
recruitment, “The Selection Process.”

  •  Host companies must fill out an
application for eligibility. Once
approved, employers can select
an intern from ECO Canada’s 		
pre-screened candidates, recruit a
suitable candidate using the ECO Job
Board, or simply hire someone they
already have in mind.
Ten percent of internships are allocated
to Aboriginal professionals.

Use your business network to determine which

wage subsidies and/or reduced salaries.

		

internship/co-op programs have solid reputations

They are a way of contributing to capacity building

		

for student placement and support.
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The Selection
Process
THE SELECTION PROCESS

Once the job posting has closed, you will have a diverse pool of résumés and
applications to review and short-list. Although some Aboriginal environmental
professionals will submit résumés and applications, there might be a higher
rate of unfamiliarity or uncertainty with résumé writing and the employment
application process. For example, an Aboriginal environmental professional
who is inexperienced at creating a résumé may neglect to include his or her
diverse life experiences.
Another consideration might be the social history of education and its
impact on potential employees. Candidates who have had negative school
experiences may be less willing to fill out forms, participate in interviews, or
complete tests and assessments. Factors such as these can only be ascertained
in the specific context of the community. Community relationships become
invaluable in interpreting this context.

Reviewing Applications
When assessing applications, consider
the following:
•

All relevant work/life experience, skills, and training

		

that are related to your job description, regardless

		

of how it was acquired.

•

Formal and informal skills and knowledge.

•

Signs of achievement and continued skill upgrading.

•

The content of the résumé, without being distracted

		

by irrelevant factors (E.g., elaborate fonts, coloured

		

paper, unique formatting, photographs).

•

The nature of your tools (E.g., application forms).

•

Do they allow a wide range of experiences,

		

knowledge, and skills to emerge or are they 		

		 restrictive?

To tailor your selection process for the Aboriginal workforce, please explore the sections below:

Reviewing Applications
Conducting Interviews

ECO CANADA
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Application Forms And Résumés
Choosing an Approach

•

In remote areas, candidates are more likely to

		

apply for a position in an informal manner,		

		

possibly by referral of the community or in a

		

community gathering where the 			

		

company presents its job opportunities and 		

		

on-the-spot interviews act as the résumé. 		

		

Cultural and community-specific considerations

		

may be a priority in remote areas.

•

In rural areas, candidates are more likely to

		

follow the mainstream résumé and application

		

process, although community involvement and

		

support will increase Aboriginal interest.

•

In urban areas, résumés and applications are

		

commonly used by candidates, since there is

		

more access to technology. If 			

		

the urban population is generally highly 		

		

acculturated, then cultural factors may be less of

		

a consideration.

When determining how Aboriginal environmental

To access Aboriginal environmental professionals in all

professionals will apply for a job, their location may

of these areas, diversifying your methods and combining

influence which approach you choose.

these with established community relationships and
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Culture and
Engagement
support will provide a foundation for ongoing successful
recruitment. Local Aboriginal social, political, and
economic organizations are eager to assist environmental
employers in finding qualified practitioners.

THE SELECTION PROCESS

translator, even if the candidate speaks English. Ultimately,

Conducting Interviews

you want to develop an interview format that is effective
for your purposes and tailored to Aboriginal candidates.
Previously established relationships with the community
can be an invaluable resource in determining which values

Screening Résumés and Application Forms
Once you have all of the submitted applications, divide
them into three groups:

common pitfalls in conducting
interviews:
•

Initial impressions and emotional reactions to

•

YES (A List) - These résumés and application forms

		

candidates may lead to subjective rather than

		

communicate skills and experience related to your

		

objective evaluations.

		

job description and business needs. These 		

		

applicants should be interviewed.

		

MAYBE (B List) - These résumés and application

		 candidate.

•

•

Hiring decisions may be made based on the
interviewer’s personal perception of the “ideal”

		

forms should be reviewed again, as you may have

		

missed some skills or relevant work experience.

		

NO (C List) - Review these applications only if you

		 Effect).

•
		

are not satisfied with the ‘A-list’ and 		

		

‘B-list’ candidates.

In an Aboriginal context, these choices may be restrictive

•

•
		

Memory may be selective when interviewing
multiple candidates (E.g., Regency Effect or Halo

are significant in terms of interpersonal relationships
and communities. This knowledge will aid in providing a
relevant foundation for your interviewing practices.

DID YOU KNOW?
For many Aboriginal people, oral history
has taught that silence does not need to be
filled with “ahs” and “hums.” Moments of
silence are used to reflect and think about
the answer.

experience so far?
2. What have you learned from some of the jobs you
have held?
3. How do you manage multiple demands on your time?
How do you determine which requests to tackle first?
4. What interests you about this job? How will your

Look in the Appendices section for additional interview
questions. These questions can help you learn more
about a candidate and his or her work/life experience.
Checking References
Checking references and credentials is the best way

Irrelevant factors, such as personal appearance,

to validate information about the candidate. Check as

gender, or hobbies, may play a part in the selection

many references as possible, including work references

		 process.

Interview Questions

•

of knowledge and skills, or if the individual has little

		

experience in résumé writing and the application process.

In an Aboriginal context, allow more time for an interview

through networking with Aboriginal communities to

than scheduled; determine which questions are effective

build a mutually relevant approach. Be open to more

Refer to the Appendices section for a résumé rating form

with your target population; decide which style of

informal approaches that may include Aboriginal agencies

to help you rank the top applications and résumés.

interview works best in terms of location, ambience, note-

or community leaders and Elders assisting you in the

taking, multiple interviews, etc.; and consider having a

interview process.
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1. What have you been most proud of in your work/life

work/life experience support your success in this job?

if your application tools do not allow for elaboration

ECO CANADA

Consider these Sample Questions:

Too much emphasis may be placed on one positive

Consider alternative methods and approaches to

or negative response by a candidate.

interviewing. Use the knowledge you have gained

and character references. In the context of community,
references may be face-to-face and unsolicited. Be
sure to ask questions directly relating to the required
behaviours for which you are hiring. Use a standard list
of questions and keep notes.
References that include at least one former employer
(formal or informal employer) are the most valid,
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Closing Message
although this may vary depending upon location (i.e.,

personality, and interest profiles. Assessment tools help

As a manager, you need to evaluate your resources, skills, knowledge, and perspectives. This guide is only the

remote, rural, or urban).

predict a candidate’s compatibility and likelihood of

beginning step for enhancing your organization and supporting the positive recruitment of Aboriginal environmental

success in a given position. Tests are often less biased

professionals.

When recruiting Aboriginal environmental professionals,

and subjective than interviews and references when

building a cultural context is important in assessing

assessing candidates. However, it is important that

Developing your skills, knowledge, and perspectives will positively influence staff to consider wider perspectives. Your

the value of conventional reference checking. Some

selection instruments and procedures be administered

creation of an inclusive workplace will contribute to your organization’s recruitment of Aboriginal environmental

candidates may have relevant experience that does not

in a standardized way. They must be presented to every

professionals and strengthen your relationship with, and reputation among, the Aboriginal community. These are

conform to a standard employer/employee relationship.

applicant in the same manner and under the same

essential aspects of entering the Aboriginal labour market now and in the future.

For example, in remote locations an individual may not

conditions. As well, results must be interpreted in the

have numerous previous employers upon whom they

same way for all applicants. Without standardization

This guide offers a glimpse of what information is available on Aboriginal peoples, their history and how to initiate

can call for references. Also, in a given community, most

of assessment procedures, results are unreliable, which

and maintain collaborative relationships with them. Hopefully you will use this resource as a stepping stone on how to

of the people may be related by blood or marriage, so

reduces the validity of the selection process.

include Aboriginal Professionals in your organization’s recruitment strategy, now and in the future.

asking applicants to provide references that do not include
relatives may put them at a disadvantage. Similarly, in

In an Aboriginal context, standardized tests can be

some communities, sharing personal information with a

problematic, and care must be taken to ensure that the

stranger may not be generally accepted practice.

chosen tools are culturally relevant and applicable to
the population. Standardization assumes that tools can

Being aware of the specific context and how it impacts

be fairly and evenly applied to all people, regardless of

your strategies will make your recruitment practices more

ethnic, cultural, or geographical background, or historical

relevant.

and social experience. However, rarely does a tool have
true universal application. When an organization uses

testing and assessing candidates

tests as an integral part of their hiring practices, they risk
being challenged on human rights grounds.

While tests or assessments can be useful tools in
the selection process, they should not be relied upon

Note that assessments or tests created in the United

exclusively when making a hiring decision. Common

States may not comply with Canadian legislation, with

types of assessments are ability (technical skill), aptitude,

respect to human rights, cultural biases, etc.
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Appendices

Job Description Template
Job Title:
Job Summary:

IDENTIFYING ORGANIZATION AND ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY MUTUAL BENEFITS
Organization Values
Organizational
Strengths (what you
offer communities)

Job Qualifications:

Organizational Needs
Education:
Organizational
Interests
Experience:
Community Values
Community Strengths
(what the community
has to offer you)
Community Needs

Community Interests

Skills:

Job Duties:

Mutual Benefits
Strengths
Working Conditions:
Needs
Interests

ECO CANADA
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Additional Interview Questions
Additional interview questions that could help you in getting to know more about the candidate and their
work/life experience.

RESUME RATING FORM
Applicant:
Applicant Rating:

Top 3

Where were you previously employed formally or informally?

Top 10

Describe a typical day in your “workplace”

Maybe
No
Position:

What attracted you to this position?

Rating Scale: Use to represent your evaluation of areas below:
5 = Excellent 4 = Good 3 = Average 2 = Fair 1 = Poor
Education:

What do you consider your most important skills?

What are your strengths?

Experience: (consider type and level of experience, experience in relevant areas, and transferable skills)

What five words would you say describe you best?

Most Recent Formal/Informal
Position:

What is your understanding of the nature of the job and our company?

Other Relevant Experience:

What do you know about our company?

Why did you leave your last job (or want to leave your present job)?

What work/life experience or qualifications do you have that make you think that you will be successful in
this position?

What parts of a job do you find most satisfying? Least satisfying?

Accomplishments, Interests:
(consider applicant’s
cover letter, community
recognition/acknowledgement,
professional affiliations,
awards, volunteer work, etc.)
Training Requirements: (does
the applicant have necessary
training or will training be
required?)
Overall Rating:

What motivates you?

Reviewer:
Date:
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